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sub UP from below

TO HOLDtenere
to hold high, to carry, to protect, to 
defend, to preserve, to take care of
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FEELINGpathos
empathy is the ability to enter into
the emotional state of another human
being or living being

empátheia



















“Aesthetics is one of the most 
important tools in our repertory 
as designers...”



Beauty is not a dazzling
ephemeral facet that vanishes



kalos kai agathos





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3zAbQ0aMK8&feature=related



supercalifragilisticexpialidocious













VIETNAM VETERAN’S MEMORIAL WALL



The wall contains the names of 58,000 
American servicemen and women.



How would you organize 58,000 names?



Maya Ying Lin







Our Data.







































Can you give me an example of how to 
organize, list, group these objects?



Step 1. LOOK



Step 2. READ



Step 3. ORGANIZE



Step 4. CUT & PASTE



The way we organize information has 
the power to tell stories. 









LATCH



Latch is a model for organizing information developed by 
Richard Saul Wurman writer, designer and founder of the 
popular TED conferences, who is also famous for coining 
the term ‘information architecture’.



Location  Alphabet  Time  Category  Hierarchy



THE DOG STORY

Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



Illustrations by William McCaffrey  |  Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



LOCATION

Illustrations by William McCaffrey  |  Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



ALPHABET

Illustrations by William McCaffrey  |  Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



TIME

Illustrations by William McCaffrey  |  Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



CATEGORY

short-haired long-haired

Illustrations by William McCaffrey  |  Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



HIERARCHY

Illustrations by William McCaffrey  |  Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



Every time the dogs are arranged in a different way, you 
can start seeing new information about their relation-
ships.

Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety



It is a process of simplification, not complication.

Richard Saul Wurrman  |  Information Anxiety




